Introduction
A brain-machine interface (BMI) provides a communication channel that sends information from the external world to neural circuits in the brain and/or obtains internal information produced by the brain.
The feasibility of communication between the brain and the external world was demonstrated by Wilder Penfield, a Canadian brain surgeon, in the 1930's and 1940's [1] . He stated that "in the course of operations on the brain, electrical stimulation of the human brain, while patients are conscious, has sometimes activated the neuronal record of past experience." [2] . These findings may suggest not only a correlation between the brain and memory but also accessibility to the brain from the external world. With today's technology neural activity is commonly evoked by electrical, magnetic, and chemical stimulation.
Studies related to controlling a robot or a computer based on information in the brain made progress around the end of the twentieth century. Chapin et al showed that a robot arm can be controlled using neural activity in the cortices of a rat [3] and a monkey [4] . Recently brain-machine interface technology has been used for communication and device control for people with severe motor disabilities [5] .
LSI chip with microelectrode array

Design and function
There are more than one hundred billion neurons in the human brain. Each neuron receives synaptic inputs from thousands or tens of thousands of other neurons. One neuron cannot evoke electrical signals called action potentials. Furthermore, electroencephalography shows that the local activity of the cerebral cortex is active when the brain processes information. Neurons cooperate with each other to perform information processing in the brain. So a multielectrode array (MEA) is suitable for use with a BMI with parallel information processing. A complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) LSI chip that we have developed has 8-channel preamplifiers for data recording with a stimulus generating circuit [6] based on a multisite stimulation and recording system [7] . The selection of the stimulation sites, their timing, and the applied stimulus waveforms are fully programmable, thus achieving the vibration-free selection of any combination of 8 electrodes for stimulation. Figure 1 shows a simple block diagram of this LSI chip with an MEA. The LSI chip consists of four parts: a recording circuit for measuring neural activity, a stimulation circuit for generating and applying a stimulus signal, a switching circuit and a wireless circuit. The first three circuits are on a 2.5 × 1.4 mm chip fabricated by the CMOS process. Now we are working on packaging a main amplifier in the recording circuit and the wireless circuit.
Stimulation
Information input from the external world into the LSI chip is carried out time-division multiplexing of 8 channels with a 4 bit digital-parallel digital converter. This makes it possible to stimulate multisite channels independently. The maximum voltage output is ±700 mV with a biphasic waveform and the pulse width is typically 20 µsec. Figure 2 shows the neural activity of dissociated rat cortical neurons (embryonic day 18) cultured on a planar MEA (40 days in vitro). The neural activity was measured as voltage signals with the LSC chip through the MEA, and was relatively small compared with the noise level. This means the signals can be easily buried in noise (mainly hum noise). The noise comes from lines between a preamplifier and an electrode, which are difficult to seal. So the noise level depends on the length of these lines. An LSI chip with a preamplifier can shorten the length of the lines when it is mounted near the MEA. And this LSI chip can evoke neural activity and measure it through the same electrode by switching the recording circuit and the stimulation circuit. This feature makes the LSI a suitable device for enabling a BMI to exchange information via an MEA with low noise.
Neural activity measurement
Interface for nano-bio device
Neural information is transmitted with the action potential in one neuron and chemical signals between two neurons across a synapse. The arrival of the action potential at a synapse called a presynaptic terminal leads to the release of a chemical substance called a neurotransmitter. Neurotransmitters bind receptor channels on a neighboring neuron called a postsynaptic neuron, and alter the current flow in this neuron. When the depolarization of the postsynaptic neuron caused by a current flow reaches a certain threshold, an action potential is generated in the postsynaptic cell.
Recently, nanotechnology dealing with atomic or molecular scale objects has attracted attention in industrial, medical and scientific fields. In the field of neuroscience, this technology makes it possible to access from one neuron to one protein molecule such as a receptor channel, which is an essential component for information transmission in a neuron.
We have studied an artificial synapse that makes it possible to access biological information with a silicon substrate by integrating nanotechnology and biotechnology [8] . On the silicon substrate, there are microwells covered with a lipid bilayer containing reconstituted membrane proteins. This device emulates the functions of a postsynaptic membrane, and allows us to measure chemical signals as electric signals when electrodes are installed on the two sides of the lipid bilayer as shown in Fig. 3. 
Conclusions
An LSI chip integrated with an artificial synapse makes it possible to release and measure neurotransmitters and furthermore, provide an alternative function for studying nervous diseases and a new tool for drug discovery that acts directly on receptors.
